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Assume pE V(P*) is a solution to S. If co is a vector space basis of

K*/K then each DEB* can be written in the form D= ^d^u^,

du)EK{y}- Since co is also a vector space basis of M*/M, du)(a) =0

and dU)EB. Therefore each IE J* can be written in the form

7= ^70')co(j'), IU)EJ- Since p is a solution to S, p is a solution to 7.

Therefore, £ is a solution to 7* and hence to S*. Thus pEH and 77

is the set of solutions to 5 in V(P*).

The hypotheses of the Lemma are satisfied and we obtain dim T7

= dim(77rU/(C)) =dim G. Further, since P* is algebraically closed,

dim 77 = dim S*. Since c is a generic zero of S, and P* is an algebraic

extension of C, t.d. (M, A)=dim 5 = t.d. (C(c), C) = t.d. (P*(c), P*)

= dim S*. Therefore dim G = t.d. (717, K), and the proof is complete.
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A NOTE ON ABSOLUTELY FREE ALGEBRAS

k.-h. diener and g. gratzer1

1. Introduction. A free algebra $<m)(r) over the class K(r) of all

(universal) algebras of a fixed type r is called an absolutely free alge-

bra. The following is a simple characterization of absolutely free alge-

bras.

Theorem. Let SI be an algebra of type r, and let M be a generating

set of 31. Then the following two conditions are equivalent:

(i) SI is absolutely freely generated by M;

(ii) 717 is independent in every extension SB of SI with rank 58^ | 7171

and if there are nullary operations, then W'~!^w(r).
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Remark 1. Independence is meant in the sense of [2]. The rank of

93 is the smallest cardinal n, such that 93 has a generating set of car-

dinality n. Finally, 3tc denotes the subalgebra of SI generated by the

set Ao of all values of nullary operations.

Remark 2. This theorem was announced by the first author at the

Meeting of the International Mathematical Union, Stockholm, 1962,

see also [l]. The present proof is a simplification of the original one.

Remark 3. In condition (ii) "rank 33 ̂  | M\ " can be replaced by

"rankS3=|if|."

2. Proof of the Theorem.

(i) implies (ii). Let (i) hold. Set | M\ =tn. Then 2I^$(m)(r), so the

first part of (ii) is obvious. If there are constant operations, then

^^(^m)(T))"^^(T), hence (ii) holds.

(ii) implies (i). Let %=(A; F) satisfy (ii), M={mt\iEl}, \l\
= m, $(n"(r) = (P(m) (r); F) and (if there are nullary operations) let </> be

the isomorphism of SI" with $(0)(t). Let {b(\ iEl} be a basis of ^m)(r)

(the basis of ^(m)(r) is unique, however we will not make use of this

fact). We can assume that A and P^m)(r) are disjoint and both are

disjoint to a set {«,|t'G-f} =N.

If t is the void type (there are no operations) or every operation

is nullary, then the statement is trivial. We shall now distinguish two

cases.

Case 1. There is at most one operation/ which is not nullary, and

/ is unary. Take B = N\JA ; retain the definition of the nullary opera-

tions and of/ on A and put/(«,-) = ra,-, for iEI- This defines on 73 an

algebra S3. Then rank 93 = m, thus by (ii), the mapping m,~^»i (iEI)

can be extended to a homomorphism^ of 31 into 93 (in fact, onto 93).

We claim that this implies that 31 is absolutely freely generated by M.

Indeed, denoting by/* the £th iterate of /, we have to check that

(a) SIc^'!P(0>(r); (/3) fk(x)=f(y) implies k = l and x=y, where x, y

EMVJAo- Condition (a) holds by assumption. Condition 03) follows

from (a) if x, yG^4o; let xEA0, y(£Ao (or the symmetric case), say

y = mt. Then fk(x)=f'(mi) implies that fl(m^)EA°; choose / to be

minimal with b=fl(mi)EA<!. Then bf/ = b=fl(m,)\p=fl(mi4/)=fl(n,)
EAC, which is a contradiction, since if 2 = 0, we get »<G-4C, and

if 1^1, we get fl-1f(ni)=fl~1(mi)EAc. Finally, let x, yEM, say
x = m,; y = m,. We prove (8) by induction on k. For any k, I, fk(mj)

=f'(mi) implies fk(m/)\p=fl(mi)\l/, hence fk(nj) =/'(«;). If k = 0 (or

Z = 0), then by N(~\A=(p, 1 = 0 (resp. k = 0) and nj = ni, i.e. Wj = ot<.

If fe>0, then also />0, therefore fc(n])=fl(nl) implies /*_1(»^)

=fl~1(mi). Thus, by the induction hypothesis, k — l=l — l, i.e. k = l,

and mj = mi.
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It is fairly easy to see that (a) and (B) imply the generalized

Peano axioms (for the notion of a generalized Peano algebra see [l]).

Thus 31 is absolutely freely generated by 717.

Remark added in proof (May 15, 1967). The following example

shows that the condition "3Ic='iP<0)(r)" cannot be omitted from condi-

tion (ii) of the Theorem. Set A = 7VU7V/ ~, where N is the set of

natural numbers, ~ is "congruence modulo n", nEN, n> 1. Consider

the algebra 31 = (A; f, g), where / is a unary operation, defined to be

the successor operation on N and the successor operation modulo n

on N/ ~; g is a nullary operation whose value is 0/ -~. Then 717= {0}

is independent in every extension of 31, but 717 is not absolutely inde-

pendent.

However, if we assume that there are nullary operations then the

first part of (ii) can be weakened to "717 is independent in 31"; this will

be proved in a forthcoming paper of the first author.

Case 2. Either (a) there exists an w-ary operation/ with »>1, or

(b) there exist two unary operations go and gi.

Set 73'=^UP(m,(r)WA; we get the set 73 from 73' by identifying

every aG^4c with a</>EP(0J(r)CP(m)(T). Define the operations on 73

as follows: we retain the definition of the operations on A and

7jtm)(r); we fix an aEA; in case (a), we set/(w,-, a, a, ■ ■ ■ , a) =m,-, and

f(a, «,-, a, • • • , a)=bi, for iEI; in case (b), we set go(nx)=mt and

gi(ni) =bi, for iEI- All the undefined operations and as yet undefined

values equal a.

For the resulting algebra SB, rank SB = m is obvious, since every gen-

erating system has to contain N and N generates SB.

31 is a subalgebra of SB, rank S8 = m, so by (ii), 717 is independent in

SB. In particular, the mapping w,—>o,-, for iEI, can be extended to a

homomorphism \p of SI into SB. The image of 31 under \p is ip(m)(r); thus

^ is a homomorphism of 31 onto $(m'(r), with m^ = bi, for iEI- Since

$(111)(t) is free over K(t), the mapping b,—>m(, for iEI, can be extended

to a homomorphism x of $(m)(r) into 31. But m{(\f/x) =w,-, for iEI,

hence ipx 1S the identity mapping on A and so ip is an isomorphism

of 31 and ^(m)(r), which concludes the proof.
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